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I bite into that crisp skin with a teeth-sparkling crunch. Taste of fresh mown grass. 

The crumbly green dust coating the branches gets under your nails, itchy in your hair, 

smell of mushroom, green fuzz on bleached-out jeans. The leaves brush their soft pale 

underside against my face. Scratch of a twig.  

 

 Gran wants a photo. A keep-safe of this golden day. We stand in family 

formation. Dad at the back towering over a foot above Mum, us two girls either side, 

little brother at the front. We smile like we mean it. Soft September glow through the 

staggered row of blond heads. The grass shining - Grandpa felt well enough to mow it 

in immaculate long stripes. Ready for the annual family apple pick, his trees laden 

despite their unusual neglect. Then another photo of Gran and Grandpa, him in his 

gardening clothes, arm round her slight shoulders, trace of colour in his drawn cheeks.  

 'It's a miracle.' Gran says, lit up with the hope of the day. 

 I feel a flash of child's belief in fairies penetrating my thirteen-year-old 

boredom. 

 

 We take most of the apples home. Piled up in boxes in the back of the mini-

traveller. Apples to drown in. The best ones get packed in layers, separated by purple 

cardboard greengrocer trays, and stored in the cellar to last till Christmas. We each 

have a box in our room. Apples with homework. Apples with cheese and Radio 

Luxembourg. Rotting cores in the wastepaper basket. Rustle of mice in the night. I 

cycle to school with my sister on the pavement of the Great West Road, catching my 

tights on the saddle. Our baskets full of apples. We eat riding with no hands. Dole 

them out to our friends. 

  

 Mum goes to Gran and Grandpa's every weekend through the autumn. We stay 

at home with Dad who experiments with recipes. Apple snow is his new discovery, 

frothing up stewed apples with whipped egg white. Grandpa's not so well again. 

Transferred to the local cottage hospital. The cancer has spread from his lungs to his 
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legs.  It's dark when I cycle home the long way from school with the dread of Physics. 

The apples turn softer. I'm sick of apples. Mum says I'm in 'the anti-stage.' 

 Another photo. This one in the old apple tree in our back garden. Different 

from Grandpa's carefully tended fruiters. This tree is twisted, resting on the concrete 

post from when the railway owned our garden. Produces a few maggoty cookers. Dad 

borrows a posh camera, takes black and white and develops them in the darkroom at 

his school. We are positioned in the tree. Bare branched now except for one or two 

stubborn dirty brown leaves. Me on the left in new purple skinny rib and box pleat 

skirt. Sullen through curtain hair. Below me, centre picture, my sister. Still tomboyed 

in her Sunday best, jaunty cravat and open smile.  She holds the cat, pregnant with her 

first litter, struggling to get away. And up to the right, the third point in the triangle, 

our brother with his shiny mop of white blond hair, the fringe cut slightly crooked, 

smart in his matching paisley shirt and tie.  

 Dad blows the picture up and puts it in a frame for Grandpa. We wrap it for 

Christmas. We haven't seen Grandpa since the apple day. Mum warns us but still it's a 

shock. Propped up in the cottage hospital framed with dreary tinsel. The skin hangs 

off his cheekbones, yellow-grey tissue-thin. You could poke your finger through it. I 

touch his hand to brush him with a kiss and I can feel the chicken feet bones. He 

smells stale and I can't help wincing.  

 We give him the present. He tugs weakly at the metallic paper. We all join in, 

pulling off the sellotape. Our grainy faces stare out from the apple tree, blank as 

Grandpa's eyes. He pulls his dry lips into a smile. He calls me by my aunt's name. 

There are apples on his trolley in a yellow glass bowl. Their skin is wrinkled now, 

deepened to a dull ochre. We eat them for something to do. The flesh is chewy, waxy 

yellow. 

 

 The night he dies my parents are out. Gran phones and I know from her voice 

but can't bring myself to ask. I call out to Mum when she gets in, hear her understated 

apologies on the phone. Life seems short that night. The decades leaping like seconds 

through the darkness to that croaking end. He was sixty-five. My Grandpa who gave 

us toffees and grapes from the bowl by the ashtray while he watched the wrestling. 

Smoked forty Senior Service a day. Worked since he was fourteen and never a day off 

sick until they admitted him to hospital.  
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 In the cold light of February morning I feel nothing. Mum asks if I want to go 

to the funeral and I say no, don’t like that sort of thing. The apples are finished now. 

We clear out the last ones - mushy and brown and spotted with white mould. Save the 

boxes and purple trays for next year, though we don't know what will happen to the 

trees. What will happen to Gran? 

Mum's still got a copy of the Christmas photo on her mantelpiece.  

 

 Now I plant an apple tree in my own little garden. I ask the man in the nursery 

for one with sharp crisp fruit. He sells me Worcester Pearmain. It produces a handful 

of red cheeked apples. Fifteen this year - the best yet. I lift my son through the sparse 

leaves to pick the ripe fruit. They come away easily from the thin branches. I cut the 

first apple into quarters, the pips just browning. Share it with him.  

Decent fruit but the flesh is denser, the crunch less sharp. The skin thicker.  
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